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As the first blush of spring brings flower blooms, we turn our
attention to Floral Tourism. We consulted Expedia.com to
help us curate the world’s finest flower fields worth traveling
to see. Here are our picks for favorite floral destinations that
stimulate the senses with scents and scenery.

The Lavender fields of Provence, France
Provence, in the southern region of France, is a world-famous flower destination for its fragrant lavender fields that
blanket the regions around Mount Ventoux and Luberon from June to August. The medieval hilltop village of Sault
is an ideal starting point to explore the heart of lavender country. The lavender road begins at Sault, home to flower
farmers, lavender shops and distilleries, and guides tourists by foot, car or bike with signs marking the route that explain
traditions, cultivation, harvest and distillation of lavender. On Aug. 15 Sault holds its annual lavender festival where
visitors can meet farmers and producers and experience how they cultivate and distill lavender and produce products. The
most famous Provence lavender photo-op is in the Luberon region where the fields of Senanque Abbey near the village of
Gordes are picture perfect blue and gold. are a great way immerse in the culture and history of the lavender cultivation
in Provence. Throughout the region, lavender farms, distilleries, museums and village shops immerse visitors into the
culture and history of this famous flower which is an economic staple and a cultural treasure, immortalized in paintings
by Van Gough and Cezzanne.
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Texas Wildflower Fields
Each spring, the Lonestar state blooms
with 5,000 native species of flowering
plants. There are several wildflower
watching road trips mapped out for floral
fans with notations for photography ops.
The perfect starting point for a wildflower
adventure is The Lady Bird Johnson
Wildflower Center, located roughly 12
miles southwest of downtown Austin.
Here visitors can grab a wildflower
guide and check out labeled displays of
wildflowers. Texas is known for its six
different species of bluebonnets including
the Texas bluebonnet, which typically
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bloom in from mid-March through midApril. The best bluebonnet vistas reside in
25 counties in the center and south of the state including DeWitt County is known as” the Wildflower Capital of Texas,”
located along the 132-mile wildflower watching loop southeast of San Antonio.
The Dallas Arboretum and Botanical Gardens is another must-see for flower gazing. Each spring, the 66-acre garden
is awash in color with more than 100 varieties of spring bulbs and 500,000 blooms including a wide variety of tulips,
daffodils and hyacinths, pansies, violas and thousands of other spring-blooming annuals. An ideal time to visit is during
the annual floral festival, Dallas Blooms held Feb. 23 through April 7, 2019. This year’s floral festival theme is Life’s A
Picnic and features a larger-than-life, picnic scene topiary comprised of a 40’x40’ picnic blanket, a vase of flowers, a picnic
basket with pie and a giant picnic ant.

Wildflowers in Namaqualand, Northern Cape
The deserts Namaqualand, a region spanning South Africa’s Northern Cape Province and the Namibian border,
become blanked with wildflowers from early August to October. This wildflower wonderland is home to the richest
bulb flora of any arid region in the world. More than one thousand of its plant species are found nowhere else on
earth. Visitors can take in the sweeping wildflower scapes along The Namaqualand Flower Route which lies roughly
fives hours north of Cape Town.
The wildflower route runs
through the Richtersveld National Park, Goegap Nature Reserve and Skilpad Wild Flower
Reserve. As a general rule, the
wildflowers begin flowering
first in the Northern Cape in
Namaqualand in late July/early August and advance southwards toward the West Coast
by early September. Because
this is a desert landscape, visitors are advised to check the
weather before traveling since
periodic droughts can prevent
the blooms.
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Sunflower Fields of Tuscany
The Tuscany is equally known for its vineyards and
sweeping fields of sunflowers, which reach peak bloom
in mid-July. For the best vantage points, drive along small
roads in the countryside in Val d’Orcia or Maremma and
watch how the sunflowers follow the path of the sun
throughout the day from east to west. Sunflowers have
been growing in this central region of Italy since the 18th
century and are known locally as “girasole” which means
sun turner in Italian.

Flower Fields
Carlsbad, California
One of San Diego County’s most colorful attractions is a flower garden
on the Carlsbad Ranch in Carlsbad,
California. More than 50 acres of
blooms from March through May
with Giant Tecolote Ranunculus
flowers, also known as Persian Buttercups. An early settler and horticulturist planted the flower fields
more than 100 years ago with Ranunculus seeds that are native to
Asia Minor. Opening day is March 1,
2019, with special events planned
throughout the spring.

As Mother Nature begins painting the landscape with
colorful blooms, consider vacationing as a floral tourist
to immerse in the scents and scenery of the season.
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